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Free Willie 
Amstel 178, 1017 AE Amsterdam, 

Netherlands, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

From the team behind the famous gay 

club, Club Church comes a new late-night 

naked bar for cis- and trans- gay & queer 

men. Transwomen, non-binary people and 

anyone who has previously identified as a 

queer man is also welcome. 

Come and hang at the bar or shoot a ball 

at the beautiful pool table, the venue is 

strictly Footwear only dresscode 

(underwear allowed if you insist) this 

modern trendy bar and lounge is an ideal 

drinking spot for like-minded naturists to 

enjoy. 

Open thorughout the week, but closed 

Tuesdays, please check the website for the 

latest events and entrance fees. Over 18's 

only. 

 

 

Features:Barpool tablelounge 

 

SoHo 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 36, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

English-style gay bar in the heart of 

Amsterdam's gay scene. SoHo is great for 

drinks after work or pre-clubbing. 

Resident/guest DJ spins dance music on 

the weekend.We like the bar's outside 

terrace area - a great spot to take a 

breather from the hot dance floor. Closed 

Mondays and Tuesdays. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Café Montmartre 

(Temporarily Closed) 
Halve Maansteeg 17, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Cafe Montmartre has been temporarily 

closed since November 2023 but have 

plans to reopen in 2024.  

One of the most popular gay bars in 

Amsterdam. Café Montmartre gets packed 

on weekends. Music ranges from the 80's, 

90's, Dutch pop and festival music. 

 

Features:BarDancingFree 

WiFiKaraokeMusic 

 

Exit Cafe 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 42A, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Relatively small but popular gay dance bar 

& café that plays a great selection of 

house music every day of the 

week.Popular with young gays and gals, 

with plenty of eye candy on the dance 

floor. 
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Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Blend XL 
Reguliersdwarsstraat n 44, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Blend XL: DRINKS – DRAG QUEENS – DJS 

Blend XL is the newest addition to 

Amsterdam’s gay scene, situated on the 

famous gay street Reguliersdwarsstraat, at 

n 44. Close to its sister bar Blend. It is a 

spacious and beautiful bar with elegant & 

funky décor. Featuring weekly sexy & fun 

entertainment, Drag Queens and live 

DJs.Blend XL is open to all genders, in 

harmony and respect for all sexualities. A 

place to be seen, where you can be who 

you want to be. Glittery yet sober, groovy 

yet glamorous, gay oriented but open to 

everybody who can appreciate some good 

old sophistication, fashion and party 

time.In a cozy atmosphere, you can enjoy 

your drinks, meet new people, see old 

friends in a stunning venue with a fun mix 

of music that will make your night a 

unique experience.Blend XL accept 

bookings for private events or parties, for 

the whole location or one of their 2 

separate rooms with apart bar service and 

entrance. Contact the bar at 

BlendXl@barblend.nl for more 

information. 

 

Features:BarDancingdragDrinksMusic 

 

Bar Blend 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 41, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Bar Blend is a relatively new spot in the 

Amsterdam gay scene, located on the 

famous "gay street", Reguliersdwarsstraat 

at n.41.Bar Blend is a stylish bar, spread 

out over two floors with great music, 

video clips, friendly staff, and a fun 

atmosphere. It has a great 'blend' of 

customers when it comes to age, gender, 

and sexual orientation.There is a varied 

selection of entertainment, including a 

weekly drag show on Friday, Sunday and 

Monday Bingo, as well as occasional 

Eurovision Parties and 'Guilty Pleasure 

Tunes' nights. Check their website for the 

full event schedule.You can also use the 

space to host your own party or event. 

Contact the owners, Valy and Jorge, for 

further information. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowCoat check / 

secure storageDancingFree WiFiGo-Go 

ShowMusic 

 

Reality Bar 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 129, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Gay café bar that welcomes everyone. 

Popular bar with a Caribbean influence 

and an overall friendly 

atmosphere.Upbeat Latin music keeps the 

party going most nights. 

 

Features:BarDark RoomFree Wi-FiMusic 
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Spijker 
Kerkstraat 4, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Traditional gay bar that attracts a local 

'jeans' crowd in their 30's. Spijker features 

a pool table, a fireplace and TV showing 

gay action movies. Gets busy on weekends 

around midnight. Free WiFi.Happy hour 

from 7-9pm. Smoking room and a small 

dark room upstairs. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Amstel 54 
Amstel 54, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Gay bar with nightly sing-alongs and 

occasional drag shows. Very popular with 

locals, young and old. On the weekend, 

the crowd spills over to the street by 

Amstel River.Amstel 54 has a laid-back 

atmosphere. Small but cosy. Best to go 

after 11pm when the DJ plays pop classics, 

from Madonna to Rihanna.Pay 10€ to play 

their drink roulette game and see what 

drink deal you'll win. Fingers crossed, you 

land on the bottle of Prosecco. 

 

Features:BarCafeFree Wi-FiRestaurant 

 

PRIK 
Spuistraat 109, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

PRIK is a friendly gay bar hidden in the 

heart of Amsterdam, wher you can come 

and relax either indoors or on their lovely 

terrace. The menu consists of yummy 

bites and unique cocktails like the 

Strawberry Cheesecake and Dutch Pepper 

Bomb - with or without a little ‘prik’ (as 

prik means bubbles in Dutch). Don't forget 

the Prik (Prosecco) from tap in white and 

pink!Prices are just as friendly as the boys 

serving you. In the weekends this loungy 

bar turns into a packed out mini dance 

club, with the exception that there’s never 

a cover charge, the music is always great 

and the crowd always fun! Amsterdam’s 

best gay DJ’s spin an eclectic mix of vocal 

dance, hot pop and funky disco. Check out 

the website what's going on right 

now.PRIK has been serving Amsterdam 

since July 2006 and won numerous awards 

since, like “most popular gay bar of the 

Netherlands”, the Rainbow Award for best 

gay bar and "best gay venue of 

Amsterdam" twice by time out magazine 

and also best LGBT terrace Amsterdam. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Café Mankind 
Weteringstraat 60, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

The gay-friendly Café Mankind is located 

near the Museum Quarter. This cosy, 

quaint little café bar has a riverside terrace 

with great views.Meals served from noon 

till 8pm. Mankind also hosts regular music 

nights and themed parties. Free WiFi. 

Closed on Sundays. 
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The Queen's Head 
Zeedijk 20, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Friendly gay bar, owned by a drag queen 

and her partner. The Queen's Head has a 

small terrace with a nice canal view, DJs 

on weekends, and several live 

entertainment on different weeknights.A 

great place for drinks and conversations, 

though the place gets busier as the night 

progresses. 

 

Café Saarein 
Elandstraat 119, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Bars 

Cosy, old-fashioned gay bar in the heart of 

Amsterdam. Cafe Saarein is one of the few 

original old taverns left in the city.You'll 

find great music here, along with a pool 

table and lots of friendly people hoping to 

make friends. A fun night all around. Open 

Thursdays to Sundays. 

 

Club NYX 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 42, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

Nearest station: tram: Koningsplein 

Dance Clubs 

NYX is a 4-story gay dance club on 

Reguliersdwarstsraat. In case you are 

wondering, NYX is named after the Greek 

goddess who was the daughter of Chaos. 

She would fly through the sky, bringing 

darkness behind her - rather appropriate 

for a nightclub.Each floor offers a different 

style of music, and the focus is very much 

on a fun night out with as little pretension 

as possible. Check NYX's website for 

details of upcoming parties. Open 

Wednesdays to Saturdays. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

RAPIDO 
Klönneplein 4-6, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

Nearest station: Tram 1,2,5: Keizersgracht 

Dance Clubs 

Amsterdam's most famous gay dance 

party. RAPIDO organises a party several 

times a year at various venues, although 

the brand is firmly established in the 

international scene with parties across 

Europe and beyond.The combination of 

talented DJ's, brilliant staging and 

gorgeous dancers attracts the great and 

good from across gay Europe. 

 

Features:BarDancingGoGo ShowMusic 

 

FunHouse 
Klonne Plein 4, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Monthly gay party from the RAPIDO team. 

FunHouse parties have different themes 

each month. They take place at 

Westerunie Club and are just as sexy and 

intense as other RAPIDO events. 

Check RAPIDO's website for details on 

upcoming FunHouse parties. 
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Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Kalinichta Party 
NDSM Plein 102, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Kalinichta is a straight-friendly dance party 

with a large gay crowd.Kalinichta's DJs 

spin the best uptempo music, from Balkan 

beats to uplifting Greek tunes and sounds 

of Lebanon. Check their website for the 

latest information on upcoming events. 

 

Features:Barcity centreDancingMusicpride 

events 

 

BEAR-Necessity 
Oostelijke Handelskade 4, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Amsterdam’s popular gay party for bears, 

cubs, otters and their friends. BEAR-

Necessity takes place about 6 times a year, 

usually on a Saturday at Club Panama 

Amsterdam. Follow the party's socials for 

updates on upcoming events. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

BACKDOOR Amsterdam 
Melkweg Lijnbaansgracht 234, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

BACKDOOR is one of Amsterdam’s best 

LGBT+ dance events in the heart of the 

city center. 

  

BACKDOOR is the place where self-

expression is the key. Where gender has 

no name. Where circuit meets tribal 

meets leather, nerds, muscle mary’s and 

their sexy girlfriends in one all-inclusive 

atmosphere. It’s the LGBT+ party 

everyone’s talking about. The party takes 

place 4 to 5 times per year. The venue 

(Melkweg) prides itself on welcoming all 

members and friends of the LGBTQ+ 

community. 

 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

F*cking Pop Queers 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Monthly gay pop party F*cking Pop 

Queers (FPQ) is popular with the young, 

trendy crowd.The party is held at various 

venues in Amsterdam (Jimmy Woo, 

Paradiso). 

 

Danserette 
various venues, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Happy, gay dance party with DJ spinning 

classic hits and tunes from ABBA and 

Madonna, to Kylie and Lady Gaga.The 
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party takes place at various locations in 

central Amsterdam. Check their socials for 

updates on upcoming parties. 

 

TRUT 
Bilderdijkstraat 165E, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

TRUT (which translates to 'Bitch') is a very 

popular Sunday underground gay disco, 

offering good value-for-money drinks and 

relatively low entrance fees.Profits from 

TRUT are paid to a number of different 

LGBTQ+ charity projects..  The venue can 

only fit about 200 people, so arrive early 

or expect to queue. 

 

BLUE @ Club Church 
Kerkstraat 52, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Weekly gay dance party that takes place at 

Club Church and welcomes people of all 

genders.Known for its outrageous 

atmosphere, so expect camp acts and 

eccentric misfits. BLUE takes place on 

Thursday nights. Dress tip: blue! 

 

Club Church 
Kerkstraat 52, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Club Church is one of the most popular 

gay cruise clubs in Amsterdam. It 

welcomes all LGBTQ+ members and has a 

varied events calendar to include the 

whole community in its various fetish 

nights.Facilities include a large bar and 

dance floor, dark rooms, private cabins, 

slings, a free cloakroom, and 

showers.Monthly theme nights include 

Underwear, naked, club kid, drag, 

transgender, and sports nights just to 

name a few themes. There really is 

something for everyone at Club Church to 

express fetish in a safe, inclusive 

space.Check the website for further 

details and prices. 

 

Features:Adults-

onlyBarCruise/FetishDancingDark 

RoomMusic 

 

Drake's Cruising 
Damrak 61, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Located 5 minutes from Central Station 

just above Drake's Luxury Boutique. 

Drake's Cruising features video-equipped 

cabins, small dark room, glory holes, 

etc.Soft drinks and beer are available at 

the vending machine. Entrance is through 

the shop - across the road from Bijenkorf 

Department Store. Free entry for guys 

under 26 - photo ID required. Admission is 

€13 for a day pass. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyCruise / FetishDark 

RoomRelaxing CabinsShop 

 

Boysclub 21 
Spuistraat 21, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
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Cruise Clubs 

The one and only club in Amsterdam 

where male staff are available for hire 

(Note: brothels are legal in the 

Netherlands).You can rent a room or 

simply have a drink at the bar and chat 

with the guys who are known to be 

friendly and professional. They also have 

jacuzzi rooms and strip shows featuring 

the sexiest international boys. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDark RoomMusicRelaxing Cabins 

 

The WEB 
Sint Jacobsstraat 6, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

One of best-known leather & jeans cruise 

clubs and gay pickup bars in the city, 

styled after the famous Tom of Finland. 

Located in the heart of Amsterdam, The 

WEB opens early and gets busy after work 

and early in the evening.The play area is 

upstairs and features a dark room, 10 

cabins and a room with a sling. Snacks are 

provided from 6pm, and on Sundays you 

are treated to a free selection of hot dogs 

and soups. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDark RoomRelaxing Cabins 

 

Dirty Dick's 
Warmoesstraat 86, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

One of the city's oldest gay fetish 

institutions. This darkened, sleazy gay 

cruise bar has two floors featuring a bar, 

dark room, smoker's lounge, cabins, 

cubicles, bathtub, play zone and plenty of 

space for hot action.Dirty Dick's hosts 

weekly parties that are legendary for 

having some of the most extreme themes 

and intense actions including naked dark 

cruising, full fetish weekends and others 

we are not mentioning here! Check the 

website for full details.No strict dress 

codes but you are expected to dress to 

impress (leather, rubber, uniform, army, 

construction, etc.). Condoms, lube, gloves 

and soaps are provided for free. Ring the 

bell to enter. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDancingDark RoomMusicRelaxing 

Cabins 

 

EAGLE Amsterdam 
Warmoesstraat 90, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Popular gay cruise bar in the 

Warmoesstraat. EAGLE Amsterdam is one 

of the city's oldest gay leather/denim bars 

with 3 floors of fun, with a cruising area 

on the 2nd floor and a dark room in the 

basement.There is a dance floor, smoking 

room and lounge area. Very cruisy and 

crowded (particularly at the weekends), so 

expect plenty of action. Check the website 

for current themed parties. Open 

Thursdays to Sundays. 
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Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDark RoomMaze 

 

The Cuckoo's Nest 
Nieuwezijds Kolk 6, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Popular gay cruise club, just around the 

corner from The WEB. Opened in 1984 as 

a leather bar, Cuckoo's Nest attracts guys 

of all ages.There is a regular bar on the 

ground floor. The basement features a 

very large play area with a maze and 

private cabins. The action kicks off early in 

the afternoon and usually gets busy after 

work and in the late evening. 

 

The Amsterdam Drag Show 
Cruquiusweg 67b, 1019 AT Amsterdam, 

Netherlands, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Drag Shows 

The most impressive Drag show in Europe 

is entering its second season. Exclusive to 

be seen at the Harbour Club theater in 

Amsterdam. The biggest Drag stars shine 

in this show that feels like a rollercoaster. 

The show grabs hold of you and doesn't 

let go until you leave the theater dancing. 

The fabulous revue show by The Dutch 

Drag Dynasty is a special event: it's grand, 

colorful, extravagant, and captivating! This 

is a celebration for everyone. 

Big names from the international drag 

queen scene, including Miss Continental 

and winner of RuPaul's Drag Race Holland 

season 2 Vanessa Van Cartier and winner 

of RuPaul's Drag Race Holland season 1 

Envy Peru, are part of the regular cast, but 

it doesn't stop there. Skyla Versai, the 

original insult queen from New York, hosts 

the show. Janey Jacké from RuPaul's Drag 

Race UK versus the World, Sederginne, 

Axel Andrews and My Little Puny are just a 

few of the top names that will ensure that 

this is an evening that will linger in the 

minds of every visitor for a long time. 

Shows run monthly, see the website for 

dates/show times, details and to book 

tickets. You can also view the premiere 

video here. 

 

Features:Cabaret ShowMusic 

 

Garbo Parties 
1018 AV , Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Lesbian Bars 

On the fourth Saturday of each month, 

over a thousand women gather to party. 

Having run for a decade, Garbo Parties 

(formerly Garbo for Women) is a historic 

lesbian party in the Amsterdam gay 

scene.Located just outside Amsterdamat 

Beach Club Vroeger in Overveen. Women 

DJ's play deep house and electronic music 

by the sea on the outskirts of Haarlem. 

 

Features:DJsLesbianMonthly Party 

 

B'Femme 
Reguliersdwarsstraat, 1017 BN 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 
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Lesbian Bars 

B'Femme is a cozy bar for lesbians in the 

gay district of Reguliers. The front of the 

bar has a special stained glass decor that 

shows city views while the back is filled 

with comfortable seating for customers. 

Open from Thursdays to Saturdays. 

 

Features:lesbian nightclublesbian 

barLesbianLesbian Night Out 

 

Bar Buka 
Albert Cuypstraat 124, 1072 EA 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Lesbian Bars 

Nestled in the vibrant De Pijp district of 

Amsterdam, Bar Buka stands as an iconic 

LGBTQ+ haven, offering a welcoming and 

inclusive space for the community and its 

allies. While known as a lesbian bar, it's 

open to everyone, promoting good vibes 

and acceptance for all. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Café ’t Mandje 
Zeedijk 63, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Lesbian Bars 

Opened in 1927 by Bet van Beeren (a 

motorcycle-riding lesbian), Cafe ’t Mandje 

was the first gay & lesbian bar in 

Netherlands and one of the first in the 

world.Closed in 1982, but restored and re-

opened in 2008. The walls are filled with 

mementos and old photos, and you'll find 

the bar staff have plenty of anecdotes and 

juicy stories to tell.Mixed crowd, but 

mainly frequented by older gays and gals. 

 

Sauna Nieuwezijds 
Nieuwezijds Armsteeg 95, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Saunas 

Sauna Nieuwezijds is a well established 

gay sauna in the heart of Amsterdam city 

centre, run by the same management 

team as Club Church.The large facility 

includes Turkish bath, steam room, Finnish 

sauna, 8 man jacuzzi, dark room and 

private cabins. The Sauna also sells extras 

such as towels if needed.Sauna 

Nieuwezijds offers professional massage 

services also booked in advance and with 

sauna admission will offer an €8 

discount.The Sauna is open 7 days a week. 

All admission includes one free drink on 

entry (€24.50) with men under 26 paying 

€16 or Monday-Wednesday €10.Please 

check the official sauna website for any 

further details and reservations. 

 

Features:BarCafeCruiseDark RoomFree 

Wi-FiInternet AccessJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolMassageRelaxing CabinsSaunaSteam 

room 

 

ONEstudio 
Barcelonaplein, 137, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

Nearest station: Tramline 7 or bus 65 or 43 
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Massage 

ONEstudio is a yoga and massage studio in 

Amsterdam on KNSM-island.Franscis 

Trepels weekly classes consist of nude 

yoga and orgasmic yoga, as well as 

individual tantra massage sessions and 

sexological bodywork all of which can be 

booked and organized in advance.The 

studio is also able to organize day 

workshops about sexual healing, male-to-

male massage, pelvic floor release 

massage including prostate and Cashmere 

Tantra massage catered to your personal 

needs, and, holds winter and summer 

retreats in Spain, Amsterdam, Singapore, 

and Bali. 

Appointments are often limited and get 

busy quickly so it is advised to contact 

ONEstudio as early as possible to avoid 

disappointment as Franscis is operating 

the business as a solo service. 

  

 

 

Features:Free WiFiMassageMassage – out 

callPrivate shower facilities 

 

RUST. 
Pieter Jacobszstraat 23, 1012 HL 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Massage 

RUST, meaning rest, calm and serenity in 

Dutch is a high quality massage service 

that is gay friendly and located in the 

heart of the city centre. 

RUST only offers relaxation massage, deep 

tissue and other wellness massage 

treatments, no extra services are 

provided. This is a strictly professional 

massage service. There is also a wide 

variety of scrub package options as well as 

hotstone and sport massage also 

available. 

Appointments can easily be booked online 

via their website as well as seeing their 

full range of treatments and rates, or you 

can enquire by sending a Whatsapp 

message. They are also open seven days a 

week. 

  

 

 

Features:Free WiFiMassageSteam room 

 

Slaunge 
Ecuplein, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Massage 

Owners Description: Man-to-man 

massage 'de Slaunge' (since 2006) is an 

exclusive and sophisticated male massage 

parlor in Amsterdam for discerning men 

only. I offer various relaxation massages. 

My focus is to let men enjoy their 

manhood again, with various 

techniques.Connecting with the masseur 

and rediscovering your energy. Using the 

Californian Esalen technique as the 

massage basis. Supplemented with Tantra 

if wanted. My specialty is prostate 

stimulation. Discover the internal orgasm 

and the sensual experience of total 

touch.To avoid disappointments, please 

read my website for further information. 

Location: ± 30 min. from Amsterdam city-

center, ± 15 min. from the airport. If what 
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you seek is a sexual massage with a 

"happy ending", may I respectfully suggest 

that you look elsewhere to achieve that. 

 

Booyah Bodywork 
1058 AA, Amsterdam, North Holland, 

Netherlands, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Massage 

Booyah Bodywork is a massage therapy 

service for men by certified masseur Greg 

Coppoletta. He provides tantric, erotic, 

Swedish, and Thai yoga massage in his 

studio or at clients' own place.  

Greg's massage services leave clients 

feeling revitalized and refreshed after a 

luxurious pampering experience. Rates of 

massage therapies start at €100 per hour. 

 

Massage at Masseur Paul 
Krom Boomssloot, 1011 GS Amsterdam, 

Netherlands, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Massage 

Massage at Masseur Paul provides 

therapeutic massage services in 

Amsterdam. 

Masseur Paul carries out these gay-

friendly massage services that are tailored 

to address every client's needs. Every 

session, clients receive a therapeutic 

massage service tat consists of a 

combination of massafe techniques, from 

sports massage to trigger point and 

accupressure. Rates start at €80. 

 

The Otherside 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 6, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Restaurants 

Popular coffee shop, attracting a mixed 

crowd of both gay and straight, housed in 

a impressive-looking building.Pretty decor 

inside. Certainly one of the nicer cafés in 

Amsterdam. 

 

Je T'aime Brasserie 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 49, 1017 BK 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Restaurants 

Je T'aime Brasserie is a French restaurant 

in the gay district of Reguliers in 

Amsterdam. They serve decadent French 

dishes as well as cocktails. The interiors 

have an intimate setting, with red plush 

cushions on chairs and warm lights around 

the room. Closed on Mondays and 

Tuesdays. 

 

Brug34 
Brug34, Utrechtsestraat 19, Amsterdam, 

North Holland 1017 VN, Netherlands, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Restaurants 

Brug34 is a gay-friendly restaurant in the 

heart of Amsterdam overlooking the 

canal. Despite being in the center of the 

city, the restaurant is a tranquil spot that's 

perfect for catching up with friends over 
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great food. They serve hearty meals and 

play soothing jazz sounds but transform 

into a cosy wine bar at night. 

 

Mister B - Amsterdam 
Prinsengracht 192, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 

Amsterdam branch of the popular leather 

& fetish chain. Mister B sells a range of 

toys, clothing and accessories.The shop 

has changing rooms and a coffee corner. 

We like the shop's façade - very dark and 

mysterious! Open 7 days a week, with 

online shopping available. 

 

Features:Shop 

 

Drake's Luxury Boutique 
Damrak 61, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 

Established in 1989 the popular Drake's 

Luxury Boutique, offers a wide range of 

gay-orientated clothing, home 

accessories, adults toys.Products can be 

ordered online for worldwide shipping via 

Drake's website. Upstairs is Drake's 

Cruising. 

 

Black Body Shop 
Kerkstraat 173, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 

With one of the biggest collections of 

rubber clothing and toys in Europe, Black 

Body prides itself on being one of 

Amsterdam's best gay shops.The store 

sells a variety of toys, clothing, masks, 

boots, chains and more. Black Body also 

has a website for online orders. 

 

RoB Amsterdam 
Warmoesstraat 71, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 

Flagship store of the popular gay leather, 

rubber and twisted gear, catering for gay 

men since 1975.RoB Amsterdam sells a 

variety of clothes, toys, gadgets and more. 

Staff are really friendly and helpful. Online 

purchase is available. 

 

Pink Point 
Westermarkt 9, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 

Amsterdam's official gay & lesbian 

information kiosk, offering helpful travel 

tips and plenty of ideas on places to 

see.Pink Point sells various gifts, food, and 

drinks. Located right by the 

Homomonument. Open daily. 

 

House of Riegillio 
Reguliersdwarsstraat 39, 1017 BK 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands 

 

 

Shops 
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House of Riegillio is a place in Amsterdam 

where fetish and fashion meet. 

The shop sells a collection of fetishwear, 

from harnesses and laces to crowns and 

collars. The Amsterdam store is their 

flagship store and they carry products 

under their own line, MR. Riegillio, as well 

as other brands like Mister B and Latex 

101. 

 

Homomonument 
Westermarkt, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

Nearest station: Elandsgracht 

Services 

Homomonument (since 1987) is the first 

monument in the world to commemorate 

gays & lesbians who were killed by the 

Nazis because of their homosexuality.The 

permanent memorial comprises 3 large 

pink triangles made with granite, set into 

the ground to form a larger triangle, 

located on the bank of the Keizersgracht 

canal, near the historic Westerkerk church 

and Anne Frank House.Gay & lesbian 

information and souvenirs are available at 

the Pink Point kiosk (10:30am- 6pm). 

 

Reguliers.net 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Services 

For the very latest updates on whats 

happening on Reguliersdwarsstraat, 

Amsterdam's gayest and most colourful 

street.The website also has some 

interesting background information and 

history of this famous street. 

 

Kayak In Amsterdam 
Leidsekade 4, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Services 

Gay-friendly kayak tours in Amsterdam. 

Offering a unique and alternative way to 

experience the city's beauty and culture. 

Their guided tours will allow you to 

explore the many facets of the Amsterdam 

canals with a highly personal approach. 

Glide past monumental buildings, see the 

quaint houseboats and get to know 

Amsterdam in a way few people will. 

 

JoopeA 
various venues, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

Services 

Started in 2011, JoopeA is an online 

Persian media specialising in the field of 

sexual awareness. The group comprises of 

a number of LGBT bloggers, practitioners 

of Maha magazine, queer and Human 

Rights activists and professional 

programmers - all as a volunteers.The 

group host gay events each year. In 2017, 

the JoopeA organised Queer of Persia, the 

first-ever Iran Boat at the Amsterdam 

Pride parade. 
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